
Contemporary property in the heart of 
the Luberon,
84220, Vaucluse, Provence-Alpes-Côte D'azur

€450,000
Ref: V2589

* 1 Bed * 1 Bath * 93m2

Nestled in a bucolic setting and surrounded by vineyards and woodland, this contemporary property offers a convenient single-storey 
layout, an impressive living space, and a private wooded garden - all in the heart of the Luberon's Golden Triangle. The front door opens 
onto a 55m2 living space composed of: well-equipped dining kitchen with decorative cement tiling; relaxed seating area arranged 
around a pellet burning stove. This space features a great ceiling height with exposed beams, a ceiling fan, oversized windows, and a 
remarkably chic decor complemented by waxed cement flooring. The living space leads into a large office space with the master suite 
just beyond. The suite accommodates a dressing room area, a spacious double bedroom and a bathroom with shower and loo. A garage, 
utility room and guest loo complete this property. The large living room (55m2) could be partially divided to accommodate a second 
bedroom if desired (3D model provided below). The garage (19m2) could al

Swimming Pool Terrace
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Property Description

Nestled in a bucolic setting and surrounded by vineyards and woodland, this contemporary property offers a 
convenient single-storey layout, an impressive living space, and a private wooded garden - all in the heart of the 
Luberon's Golden Triangle. The front door opens onto a 55m2 living space composed of: well-equipped dining 
kitchen with decorative cement tiling; relaxed seating area arranged around a pellet burning stove. This space 
features a great ceiling height with exposed beams, a ceiling fan, oversized windows, and a remarkably chic decor 
complemented by waxed cement flooring. The living space leads into a large office space with the master suite just 
beyond. The suite accommodates a dressing room area, a spacious double bedroom and a bathroom with shower 
and loo. A garage, utility room and guest loo complete this property. The large living room (55m2) could be partially 
divided to accommodate a second bedroom if desired (3D model provided below). The garage (19m2) could also be 
converted to extend the living space. Amenities include; automatic gates, videophone, reversible air-conditioning 
and a ceiling fan in the living room, and modern double-glazing. The property is connected to mains drainage and 
town water. The 0.41-acre wooded plot provides complete privacy and grants a pretty view of the surrounding 
woodland and vineyards. Large sliding windows from the living space open onto an outdoor dining terrace. A 
swimming pool could be installed in the garden if desired. A wonderfully chic and well-positioned Luberon 
property, within walking distance of the Luberon village of Saint-Pantaleon
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